TRAVEL
PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP

Presented by:

SATURDAY, MARCH 4
11:15 AM
360 Photography with

Jeff will demonstrate how the latest 360 cameras and software
can be used to create stunning interactive images.

Jeff Gin

12:30 PM
Available Light Photography

Chris will share his photographs and experiences photographing
when the sun goes as well and in dimly lit churches and museums.

Chris Screech

1:45 PM
Overland Travel Photography
(Overlanding) in Southern &
Eastern Africa
Darin & Dee Feist

3:00 PM
The Best Camera for the Job is
the One You Have with You

This session is about the experience of the journey rather than the
destination. Capturing those "experiences" as they happen is what
inspires Darin's approach to travel photography; it's about
noticing what the journey reveals to you in a given moment rather
than chasing a laundry list of shots.

This session will demonstrate through Vladimir’s photographs his
personal journey using various cameras to produce his breathtaking images often proving that bigger is not always best.

Vladimir Kostka

SUNDAY, MARCH 5
11:15 AM
360 Photography with

Jeff will demonstrate how the latest 360 cameras and software
can be used to create stunning interactive images.

Jeff Gin

12:30 PM
Available Light Photography

Chris will share his photographs and experiences photographing
when the sun goes as well and in dimly lit churches and museums.

Chris Screech

1:45 PM
Overland Travel Photography
(Overlanding) in Southern &
Eastern Africa
Darin & Dee Feist

3:00 PM
The Best Camera for the Job is
the One You Have with You
Vladimir Kostka

This session is about the experience of the journey rather than the
destination. Capturing those "experiences" as they happen is what
inspires Darin's approach to travel photography; it's about noticing
what the journey reveals to you in a given moment rather than
chasing a laundry list of shots.
This session will demonstrate through Vladimir’s photographs his
personal journey using various cameras to produce his breathtaking images often proving that bigger is not always best.

